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                                    Management
                                    
                                    

                                    And Wealth Growth
                                

                                Digital fortune remains at the forefront of assets management and wealth growth,
                                    licensed to operate in over 95 countries.
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                                    Hold
                                    
                                    
and Earn Cryptos

                                We are Digital fortune, A place to invest and earn profits with stable percent.
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                                EFFORTLESS AND SECURE
                                    

                                    CRYPTO
                                    
                                    INVESTING

                                Invest in a Bundle of the top cryptocurrencies, Stocks, Oils, Gold ,Real
                                    estate and more.

                                
                                    Start Now
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    









    
        
            
            
                  

                    

                
            

            
                
                    WHY CHOOSE DIGITAL FORTUNE ?
                    

                    

                    The number of investors in various asset classes has
                        significantly risen in past years. This is due to the ease of setting up trading
                        and investment accounts, increasing popularity of copy-trading or the fact that
                        “stocks only go up.” However, investing and trading are significantly more
                        difficult than they appear. That is one of the reasons, why vast majority of new
                        investors or traders losses money. This is not only due to the lack of
                        experience, money management and risk management, but also due to the
                        insufficient information about markets and trading and investing disciplines.

                    At Digital fortune, We aim to simplify and enhance the
                        experience of investing in cryptocurrencies. We enable users to enter the crypto
                        market with zero learning curve required, and we help construct diversified
                        portfolios with the aim to maximize returns while maintaining your preferred
                        risk profile,cutting their potential losses as well as protecting their wealth
                        and leading to better results.
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                Here’s how it works
                    
Get started in minutes

            
        

    


    
        1. Sign up for a free account and verify your identity
        

    

    

    
        2. Make a deposit from your crypto wallet or any other accepted method
        

    

    

    
        3. Make your first investment and withdraw once you hit your goal
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What We Invest In
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                    ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
                    We’ve all seen the movie “I, Robot” (if you haven’t we recommend you do),
                        right? But does AI mean the world is doomed to a future where robots rule and
                        run free? We don’t think so.
                        


                        That said, Ai is indeed a suite of technologies enabled by predictive power and
                        capable of exhibiting some degree of autonomous learning. As a result, Ai
                        drastically improves our ability to recognize patterns, in turn anticipating
                        future events, and to make good decisions by creating good rules and effectively
                        communicating.
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                    ELECTRIC VEHICLES
                    
                    Vehicle manufacturers are competing like never before to produce the most
                        efficient, reliable and cost-effective electric vehicles - a technology set to
                        replace the conventional combustion engine.
                        


                        Invest in the companies looking to disrupt and reinvent the transportation
                        sector.
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                    LEGAL CANNABIS
                    
                    Could the green rush be the next gold rush? In the last few years, the
                        medical and recreational cannabis sector constitutes one of the fastest growing
                        global industries, thanks to a rapidly changing public perception of the
                        industry and a buzzing movement for legalisation across the world.
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                    BIOTECH
                    
                    The spread of COVID-19 has seen a surge of interest in the modern meds
                        industry as industry leaders' race to find a vaccine. Biotech and pharmaceutical
                        companies are at work to cure diseases and save lives, and some of them might
                        just hit the next big breakthrough
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                    CYBER SECURITY
                    
                    Digitisation and the global adoption of cloud computing mean that our data
                        has never been more vulnerable to attack. Increasing threats have been met by
                        the emergence of innovative and effective cyber security solutions. As life goes
                        digital, data defenders are in high demand.
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                    OIL & GAS
                    
                    The need for oil and gas production has been steadily increasing, with the
                        growing consumer demand in the U.S., India, China, and other countries of the
                        world. Digital fortune Energy Group plays an essential role in bringing the energy
                        sector and qualified and approved investors together and takes pride about its
                        role in helping the country achieve energy independence.
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                    CRYPTO CURRENCY
                    
                    A cryptocurrency exchange or a digital currency exchange is a business that
                        allows customers to trade cryptocurrencies or digital currencies for other
                        assets, such as conventional fiat money or other digital currencies.
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                    GOLD INVESTMENT
                    
                    Gold is seen as a hedge against inflation and a store of value through market ups and downs. Investors can hold physical gold directly in the form of coins, bullion, or jewelry; or indirectly via mutual funds, exchange-traded funds (ETFs), gold derivatives, or gold-mining stocks
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                            Digital fortune FEATURES
                            
                        

                        why we are unique
                            
                        

                        The unique advantage here is an automatic matching of users, basing on
                            artificial intelligence approach. It is a first ever artificial intelligence
                            marketplace in the world, combining traditional and smart contract, block chain,
                            future oriented ideas of connecting people and performing operations by
                            analyzing users preferences.

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                        Distributed trading

                        

                            We only trade on the most reputable global exchanges. Reducing the risk of
                            relying on any single point of failure.

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                        Fully Encrypted

                        

                            All data on Digital fortune are fully encrypted on a one way hashing algorithm. This
                            means that only you and our server knows what inputs you made and that which you
                            did not make. This helps to ensure that all your funds remains yours and safe.

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                        Transaction Monitoring

                        

                            The safety of your funds is our top priority. We deploy fraud transaction
                            monitoring and live customer support to ensure the ultimate safety of your
                            funds.

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                        Offline storage

                        

                            We combine cold storage, multi-signature encrypted wallets and MPC technology
                            with leading global custody partners

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                        Professional Team

                        

                            Your capitals are managed by a team of financial and professional experts highly
                            knowledgeable in generating profits through buying and selling of the various
                            assets commodities available in the market. We employ a variety of financial
                            techniques to achieve the set of goals for our clients. Digital fortune aims to deliver
                            a complete and professional service aimed at meeting the highest requirement of
                            our client.

                    

                

            

            
            
                
                    
                    
                        Transparent Pricing

                        

                            There are no hidden charges or fees that are not made known to you by your
                            account manager. We have streamlined all our packages to suit perfectly well
                            into all your needs, making considerations to accommodate you at every point.

                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                
                    Welcome to the future of
                        real estate investing.
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                        Built to help smart investors invest smarter
                        

                    

                    With Digital fortune you can invest in a low-cost, diversified portfolio of
                        institutional-quality real estate. We combine state-of-the-art technology with
                        in-house expertise to reduce fees and maximize your long-term return potential.
                        Real estate has traditionally been one of the most sought-after asset classes
                        for professional investors1 — now it’s available to you.
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                        SERVICES
                            WE PROVIDE

                        Digital fortune is a government approved financial institution created to help
                            businesses and individuals in asset management.

                    

                

            

            
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Asset Management
                        

                        
                            

                                We provide unlimited asset management services tailored towards the following
                                ranges: Business, Individual and Family. Our aim is to ensure that your assets
                                are safe, investible and growing.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Financial Advisory
                        

                        
                            

                                Included with our Asset management service, we also act as the financial
                                advisory board of a business, individual, and family; helping them make crucial
                                and wise fianancial decisions. Our expertise in financial management has made us
                                standout in this role.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                    
                        
                            Budget Planning
                        

                        
                            

                                Having difficulty setting a budget for your business, or family? Then you are at
                                the right place. Not only do we provide financial advices, we also back it up
                                with a working budget that ensures that all your financial targets are met. We
                                proud ourselves at being the BEST
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            We never allow you miss out on our updated finance news feed
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                        © 2022 Digitalfortune. All rights reserved.

                        The
                            information we provide on our website is purely for guidance, informational, and
                            educational purposes regarding the products and services available on Digitalfortune.
                        

                        Access
                            to all our products and services can be found on the Website, however, this is
                            subject to availability, jurisdictional limitations and/or regulatory
                            restrictions.

                        We
                            will always strive to ensure the accuracy of the information listed on this
                            website. We also advise that you conduct your own due diligence, consider your
                            investment objectives, level of experience and risk.


                        
                            This website is administered by Digitalfortune.co, a company incorporated in the EU
                            and licensed to provide virtual currency and marketing services  with the
                            registered address Silverstream House, 45 Fitzroy Street, London, England, W1T 6EB 
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